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– Taunus Route

principle can be applied. The end result:

– Rheingau Route

an indescribable driving experience on

– Vehicle handover at the

the road. That’s enough about the theory.

First Class Terminal

Let’s see what it’s like in practice.
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Leg 3
Rüsselsheim – Frankfurt Airport

Frankfurt a. M.
Wiesbaden

All good things come to an end. Savour

3

the last few miles in your Porsche on the
return journey to Frankfurt Airport. At the
end of your tour, simply hand over your

Weinheim–Rüsselsheim
Route

Frankfurt
Airport

10 km

Mainz
Rüsselsheim

Porsche at the First Class Terminal without
worrying about refuelling.

Stop-off points:
– A lsbach services (on the A 5 between

1

Darmstadt and Bensheim) with views of
Auerbach Castle
– P fungstadt services (on the A 67 between
Gernsheim and Darmstadt)

2
Darmstadt

Places of interest:
“I was always a sensible driver.

Weinheim – Rüsselsheim Route

– Auerbach Castle (Schloss Auerbach)

the ‘Felsenmeer’ boulder field. Please note

Leg 2
Bensheim – Rüsselsheim

Route description:

there is an increased risk of congestion

The journey continues on to the

– Lorsch Abbey (UNESCO World Cultural

Enjoy the driving dynamics, acceleration

during peak times.

Rüsselsheimer Dreieck interchange

Heritage site), Niebelungenstraße 35,

with plenty of opportunity to discover

64653 Lorch

But I can also drive fast.”
(Ferry Porsche)

in the region include castles, palaces and

and precision of your Porsche on stretches

the fascinating appeal of driving a

special highlights along this 134-km route

Leg 1
Frankfurt Airport – Bensheim

is the opportunity to drive a sports car

A very special experience at the wheel on

Rüsselsheimer Dreieck interchange is

through the Geo-Naturpark Bergstraße-

predominantly flat stretches of motorway

congested, stay on the A 67 and head

Odenwald, a site that is protected and

with only a few speed restrictions.

to Frankfurt Airport on the A 3.

of motorway around Frankfurt. One of the

Ausserhalb 2, 64625 Bensheim-Auerbach

Porsche on the motorway. Tip: if the

Bensheim

promoted by UNESCO. Other attractions

Cayenne models: fuel consumption (in l/100 km) urban 15.9–8.4 · extra urban 8.5–6.5 · combined 11.5–7.2; CO2 emissions 270–189 g/km
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Stop-off points:

Butzbach

– Parking and rest area at the exit for

Wetterau
Route

Gründau Lieblos
– Wetterau-West services (on the A 5 just

10 km

after the exit for Ober-Mörlen)

Places of interest:
– Natural spas and thermal baths, e.g. in

3

Bad Vilbel, Rosbach vor der Höhe and

Altenstadt

Bad Nauheim
– Taunusblick services (on the A 5 between
the Bad Homburger Kreuz and Nordwest-

2

kreuz Frankfurt interchanges) with incredible views of the Frankfurt skyline

Wetterau Route

Leg 1
Frankfurt Airport – Gründau-Lieblos

Leg 3
Altenstadt – Butzbach – Frankfurt Airport

even on a motorway, a Porsche should

Route description:

Enjoy the exhilarating feeling of driving a

Back on the motorway, there are only a

offer a rewarding driving experience.”

A combination of fast sections of motorway

Porsche on the first stretch of motorway

few speed restrictions on the return journey

(Ferry Porsche)

and winding country roads for pure,

that takes you to Lieblos.

to Frankfurt. A final opportunity to witness

“There is no need to use all of the car’s
speed on every journey. At low speeds,

unadulterated driving pleasure. The high-

Gründau

Hanau

Frankfurt a. M.

1

the powers of acceleration and precision

distance of approx. 161 km, is driving

Leg 2
Gründau-Lieblos – Altenstadt

end of the tour, simply hand over your

through the Wetterau region and the

This meandering, slightly hilly section of

Porsche at the First Class Terminal without

Upper Vogelsberg nature reserve.

the route provides the ideal conditions for

worrying about refuelling.

light of the route, which covers a total

Lieblos

Bad Homburg

of your Porsche on the motorway. At the

Frankfurt Airport

exploring the unique driving dynamics of
your Porsche.
Panamera models (excl. Panamera S E-Hybrid): fuel consumption (in l/100 km) urban 15.7–7.8 · extra urban 7.8–5.5 · combined 10.7–6.3; CO2 emissions 249–166 g/km
Panamera S E-Hybrid: fuel consumption (in l/100 km) combined 3.1; CO2 emissions 71 g/km; power consumption combined 16.2 kWh/100 km
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Stop-off points:
– Numerous places to park up along the

Taunus
Route

Hünstetten

road between Eltville and Idstein
(no signposted parking)

10 km
Idstein

– Medenbach services (on the A 3 after
the exit for Niedernhausen)

Places of interest:
– Schloss Reinhartshausen winery and
five-star Kempinski Hotel: Hauptstraße 41,
65346 Eltville-Erbach am Rhein

3

– Eberbach Abbey with its own winery
and restaurant: Kloster Eberbach 1,
65346 Eltville am Rhein

2
Frankfurt a. M.

“Driving is something I’ve always

Taunus Route

loved – in all its variations.”
(Ferry Porsche)

Leg 1
Frankfurt Airport – Wiesbaden

the driving dynamics, acceleration and

Route description:

Set off along the motorway to Wiesbaden,

You’ll find the numerous twists and turns

before driving your Porsche along serpen-

as exhilarating as the feeling of driving a

tine roads through the breathtaking Taunus

Leg 3
Idstein – Frankfurt Airport

Porsche. Special highlights along the

hills.

Savour the last few miles of this incredible

route, which covers a total of approx.
131 km, include impressive mountain
scenery and thrilling winding roads.

Wiesbaden

precision of your Porsche.

Porsche driving experience on the return

Leg 2
Wiesbaden – Eltville – Idstein

journey to Frankfurt Airport. At the end of

The hilly and meandering country roads

at the First Class Terminal without worrying

en route to Idstein are perfect for exploring

about refuelling.

1
Eltville
Frankfurt Airport

your tour, simply hand over your Porsche

Cayenne models: fuel consumption (in l/100 km) urban 15.9–8.4 · extra urban 8.5–6.5 · combined 11.5–7.2; CO2 emissions 270–189 g/km
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Rheingau
Route

3
10 km
Wiesbaden

4
2

1

Mainz

Oestrich-Winkel

Frankfurt Airport

Geisenheim

“I’ve always understood the Porsche to

Rheingau Route

be much more than just a car; it is my

Leg 1
Frankfurt Airport – Wiesbaden

Leg 2
Wiesbaden – Oestrich-Winkel

Leg 3
Oestrich Winkel – Wiesbaden

Leg 4
Wiesbaden – Frankfurt Airport

Stop-off points:

Places of interest:

– Laukenmühle mill in the Wispertal valley

– Johannisberg Estate (Schloss Johannisberg), 65366 Geisenheim (winery and

philosophy on the freedom of individual

Route description:

Set off along the motorway to Wiesbaden,

The meandering and varied route is ideal

Discover the superb handling and powers

Savour the last few miles in your Porsche

(just before Lorch am Rhein with large

mobility.”

Drive your Porsche from the Taunus

before driving your Porsche along the

for amply exploring the driving dynamics

of acceleration on the challenging country

on the return journey to Frankfurt Airport.

car park and restaurant)

(Ferry Porsche)

region right into the Rheingau. In addition

winding country roads and through

of your Porsche.

roads through the hilly Rheingau region.

At the end of your tour, simply hand over

to breathtaking views, plenty of enjoyment

breathtaking scenery.

behind the wheel is also guaranteed. The

your Porsche at the First Class Terminal
without worrying about refuelling.

– Various non-signposted stopping points
along the Rhine and in the Rheingau

gourmet restaurant)
– Vollrads Castle, Schloss Vollrads 1,
65375 Oestrich-Winkel (winery and
gourmet restaurant)

highlight of this tour covering a total distance of approx. 133 km: an extraordinary
driving experience along an impressive
route, past vineyards and picturesque
villages.
911 Carrera models: fuel consumption (in l/100 km) urban 14.4–11.2 · extra urban 7.6–6.5 · combined 10.0–8.2; CO2 emissions 236–194 g/km
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What awaits you after the road book routes?
Perhaps even more from the Porsche Driving Experience.
Porsche Sport Driving School.

Porsche Travel Club.

At Porsche, we are not only working on the

With the Porsche Travel Club, your holiday

evolution of the sports car, but also on

starts the second you take to the wheel.

the evolution of driving. Driving a vehicle

Leave your everyday life behind and join us

safely on the road is no problem. But

for a journey to some of the most beautiful

controlling a sports car in hazardous

parts of the world, whether it’s for several

conditions? We can help you to drive more

hours or several days. Your trusted travel

safely and enhance – and perfect – your

companion along the way – a Porsche.

driving skills, step by step. Always under

A range of fascinating driving tours with

the guidance of professional Porsche

an exclusive accompanying programme:

instructors. Either in your own car or in

on all of our routes, you’ll stay at first-class

a vehicle provided by the Porsche Sport

hotels and dine at some of the best restaur

Driving School. On or off road. On inter

ants. In short: with the Porsche Travel Club,

national racetracks. On snow or ice. We

you’ll discover something that cannot be

accompany you right from the start and

put into words – the true exhilaration of

– if you so choose – through the various

driving a Porsche.

training levels until you are ready to apply
for a racing licence.

For further information on all the packages
offered by the Porsche Driving Experience,
visit www.porsche.com/drivingexperience.

911 Carrera models: fuel consumption (in l/100 km) urban 14.4–11.2 ·
extra urban 7.6–6.5 · combined 10.0–8.2; CO2 emissions 236–194 g/km
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The start is clear. For you.

Each and every Porsche is the product of
60 years of sports car engineering – and
more than 30,000 racing victories. You’ll
find true sporting genes wherever you look:
under the bonnet, in the design and behind
the wheel. Yet, every Porsche embodies
much more besides: high levels of safety
and efficiency, along with a combination of
tradition and innovation, performance and
everyday practicality, form and function.
You’ll notice all this as soon as you step
inside and, of course, when you start the
engine.
We hope you enjoy your tour.

911 Carrera models: fuel consumption (in l/100 km) urban 14.4–11.2 ·
extra urban 7.6–6.5 · combined 10.0–8.2; CO2 emissions 236–194 g/km
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